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Abstract

Memory disaggregation is a promising technique in datacenters with the benefit of improving resource utilization, failure isolation, and elasticity. Hashing indexes have been widely used to provide fast lookup services in distributed memory systems. However, traditional hashing indexes become inefficient for disaggregated memory since the computing power in the memory pool is too weak to execute complex index requests. To provide efficient indexing services in disaggregated memory scenarios, this paper proposes RACE hashing, a one-sided RDMA-Conscious Extendible hashing index with lock-free remote concurrency control and efficient remote resizing. RACE hashing enables all index operations to be efficiently executed by using only one-sided RDMA verbs without involving any compute resource in the memory pool. To support remote concurrent access with high performance, RACE hashing leverages a lock-free remote concurrency control scheme to enable different clients to concurrently operate the same hashing index in the memory pool in a lock-free manner. To resize the hash table with low overheads, RACE hashing leverages an extendible remote resizing scheme to reduce extra RDMA accesses caused by extendible resizing and allow concurrent request execution during resizing. Extensive experimental results demonstrate that RACE hashing outperforms state-of-the-art distributed in-memory hashing indexes by $1.4 - 13.7 \times$ in YCSB hybrid workloads.

1 Introduction

Memory disaggregation, which has attracted extensive attentions from both industry, e.g., HP’s The Machine [20] and Intel RSD [21], and academia [6, 16, 18, 28, 29, 38], decouples the traditional monolithic compute and memory resources in datacenters and forms independent compute and memory resource pools. Due to resource pooling and independent hardware deployments, disaggregated memory enjoys the benefits of improvements on resource utilization, failure isolation, and elasticity [5, 42]. In the disaggregated memory architecture, compute blades run applications with only a small amount of memory as cache. In contrast, the memory pool stores application data with weak computing power. Due to not involving the compute resources in the memory pool, fast one-sided RDMA networks generally serve for data accesses from the compute blades to the memory pool.

Distributed in-memory hashing indexes have become one of the fundamental building blocks in many datacenter applications, such as databases [23, 27, 45] and key-value stores [2, 3, 25]. With the increasing popularity of RDMA in modern datacenters, RDMA-search-friendly (RSF) hashing indexes have been intensively studied, e.g., FaRM hopscotch hashing [13], Pilaf cuckoo hashing [31], and DrTM cluster hashing [44]. These RSF indexes execute search requests by using one-sided RDMA READs to fetch data from remote memory without involving remote CPUs. In contrast, insertion, deletion, and update (IDU) requests are sent to the remote CPUs, which locally execute them. However, this mechanism fails to work in the new disaggregated memory architecture, since the computing power in the memory pool is too weak to execute the aforesaid complex IDU requests. In fact, in these RSF hashing indexes, IDU requests can be executed in the compute blades by using one-sided RDMA WRITE and ATOMIC verbs to operate on remote data. However, we observe that executing IDU requests using one-sided RDMA verbs in existing RSF hashing indexes incurs significant performance degradation, due to a large number of network round-trips and concurrent access conflicts. In a nutshell, it is non-trivial to design an efficient hashing index for disaggregated memory due to the following challenges:

- Many remote reads & writes for handling hash collisions. In order to handle hash collisions, existing hashing schemes incur significant data movement overheads to make room for newly inserted items, e.g., hopscotch hashing [19] and cuckoo hashing [36]. These data movements are executed by many remote reads and writes in the disaggregated memory, which significantly decrease the performance of hashing indexes, since each remote read or write produces one RDMA network round-trip.

- Concurrency control for remote access. To handle conflicts of concurrent accesses, lock-based techniques have been widely used in hashing indexes [15, 26]. Locks have low overhead for local hashing indexes, due to nanosecond-level latency for local execution. However, when using locks for hashing indexes in disaggregated memory scenarios, remote locking has to be implemented using RDMA ATOMIC verbs.
with microsecond-level latency, thus incurring high overheads and increasing the waiting delay when lock contention occurs. Especially for the hashing indexes with excessive data movement, multiple locks are acquired before moving data, which exacerbates the lock contention.

- **Tricky remote resizing of hash tables.** When a hash table is full, resizing is inevitable for increasing its size. Conventional full-table resizing needs to move all key-value items from an old hash table to a new one. Extendible resizing [14, 33] reduces the number of moved items during resizing, at the cost of one extra RDMA READ due to the need of first accessing the directory of the hash table. Moreover, during resizing, it is challenging to concurrently access the hash table.

To address the above challenges, we propose RACE hashing, to the best of our knowledge, the first hashing index designed for disaggregated memory which fully relies on one-sided RDMA verbs to efficiently execute all index requests. To reduce the performance influence of resizing, RACE hashing leverages the extendible resizing, and hence a RACE hash table consists of multiple subtables and a directory which is used to index subtables. The subtable structure is designed to be one-sided RDMA-conscious (RAC), achieving that all index requests (including search, insertion, deletion, and update) can be executed using only one-sided RDMA verbs while having a constant-scale time complexity in the worst case, and therefore delivering high performance. To improve the performance of remote concurrency, RACE hashing leverages a lock-free remote concurrency control scheme for the RAC hash subtable, which achieves that all index requests except failed insertions are concurrently executed in a lock-free manner. Moreover, to reduce the performance penalty from extendible resizing, RACE hashing caches the directory at the client side (a client is a CPU blade), and therefore eliminates the RDMA access to the directory. Nevertheless, since the directory in the client cache becomes stale when the hash table is resized, accessing the hash table via a stale directory cache may obtain incorrect or inconsistent results. RACE hashing presents a simple yet efficient stale-read scheme to guarantee the correctness of accessed data and allow current request execution during resizing.

Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:

- **One-sided RDMA-conscious table structure.** We present a RAC subtable structure that is both RDMA-search-friendly and RDMA-IDU-friendly. All index requests are executed by using only one-sided RDMA verbs with constant worst-case time complexity. IDU requests do not cause any extra data movement.

- **Lock-free remote concurrency control.** We design lock-free remote concurrent algorithms for RACE hashing to enable all requests except failed insertions to be concurrently executed without locking.

- **Extendible remote resizing.** We present a stale-read client directory cache scheme to reduce one extra RDMA READ for remote directory lookups and guarantee request execution correctness when using the stale directory cache. We also achieve concurrent access to the subtable that is being resized.

- **Implementation and evaluation.** We have implemented the RACE hashing and evaluated its performance. Extensive experimental results demonstrate that RACE hashing outperforms state-of-the-art distributed in-memory hashing indexes by up to 13.7 x in YCSB [11] hybrid workloads.

## 2 Background and Motivation

### 2.1 Disaggregated Memory

In a general disaggregated memory architecture in datacenters [6, 18, 28, 29, 42], different types of resources are separated into pools, e.g., a compute pool and a memory pool, as shown in Figure 1. Each pool is managed and scaled independently as well as failure-isolated. The compute pool consists of many CPU blades, each of which retains a small amount of memory as the local cache for the memory pool. The memory pool includes many memory blades that can be DRAM or persistent memory DIMMs, RNICs, and controllers (the RNIC and controller can be the same entity). The RNIC and controller have low-power processing units used only for interconnection. The communication between compute and memory pools leverages fast remote-access interconnection techniques, such as one-sided RDMA, Omni-path [8], or Gen-Z [1]. The interfaces that the memory pool provides for the compute pool include READ, WRITE, ALLOC, and FREE for variable-size memory blocks, as well as ATOMIC operations, e.g., compare-and-swap (CAS) and fetch-and-add (FAA). We assume ALLOC and FREE interfaces are implemented in the RNICs or controllers of the memory pool [1, 42]. Without loss of generality, the rest of this paper considers using one-sided RDMA for the interconnect in the disaggregated memory architecture, i.e., compute blades access the memory pool using RDMA READ, WRITE, and ATOMIC verbs.

### 2.2 RDMA-search-friendly Hashing Index

In this subsection, we first present existing RDMA-search-friendly (RSF) hashing indexes and then analyze their performance on disaggregated memory.

#### 2.2.1 Existing Hashing Schemes

With the wide use of RDMA in modern datacenters, RSF hashing indexes have been intensively studied [13, 31, 44]. All
these RSF hashing indexes are designed for the datacenter architecture with monolithic servers. Clients execute search requests by using RDMA READs to fetch data from remote memory without involving remote CPUs. In contrast, IDU requests are sent to the remote servers and executed using the remote CPUs. We review each of these hashing indexes in detail as follows.

Pilaf Cuckoo Hashing: Pilaf [31] proposes a 3-way cuckoo hashing that uses 3 orthogonal hash functions to compute 3 different hash buckets for each key. When executing a key search, the client first reads one of its 3 corresponding hash buckets using an RDMA READ. If the key does not exist in the first bucket, the client then reads the second hash bucket. Upon not finding the key in the second bucket, the client reads the third hash bucket. For Insertion requests, the client sends them to the server and the server CPUs handle them locally. An insertion may iteratively evict existing key-value items in the cuckoo hash tables to their alternate locations. This mechanism incurs an inconsistency problem in which a search request executed by the client may miss the key when the server is handling its eviction. To address this problem, the server first calculates all affected buckets (called a cuckoo path [26]) before moving keys. The server then moves each key to its alternate location starting from the last affected bucket in the cuckoo path.

FaRM Hopscotch Hashing: FaRM [13] proposes a chained associative hopscotch hashing in which each bucket has a neighborhood that includes the bucket itself and its following bucket. Each bucket has multiple slots and each key is stored in the neighborhood of the bucket that the key is hashed to. For an Insertion that is also handled at the server side, the hopscotch hashing tries to find an empty slot in the neighborhood of the key’s hash bucket. If found, the empty slot stores the item. Otherwise, the hopscotch hashing continues to find an empty slot forward by executing a linear probe. If finding an empty slot, the hopscotch hashing tries to iteratively displace items to move the empty slot towards the neighborhood. If there is no empty slot or the movement fails, the hopscotch hashing stores the item in the bucket list linked to the key’s hash bucket. When executing a Search, the client reads the neighborhood of the key’s hash bucket, i.e., two adjacent buckets, using an RDMA READ. Upon not finding the key, the client further traverses the linked buckets. Note that traversing each bucket needs an RDMA READ.

DrTM Cluster Hashing: Cluster hashing proposed in DrTM [44] is a chained hashing with associativity, in which reading and writing key-value items use RDMA READs and WRITEs and insertions and deletions to the hash table are shipped to the server for local execution. To insert a new key, the cluster hashing tries to find an empty slot in the key’s hash bucket and the bucket list linked to the key’s hash bucket. If there is no empty slot, the cluster hashing adds a new bucket in the bucket list to store the inserted key-value item. For a Search request, the client reads the key’s hash bucket using an RDMA READ. Upon not finding the key, the client further traverses the linked buckets one by one.

2.2.2 Performance on Disaggregated Memory

To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing hashing index specifically designed for disaggregated memory. As a first step, we analyze the performance of using the above RSF hashing indexes in disaggregated memory. Due to the absence of computing power in the memory pool to execute their IDU requests, we consider implementing the IDU requests with one-sided RDMA verbs.

For Pilaf cuckoo hashing [31], to insert a key-value item, the client needs to execute eviction operations when the hash table is in a high load factor. Specifically, based on the state-of-the-art concurrent cuckoo hashing algorithm [26], the client first calculates a cuckoo path and locks all buckets in the path using RDMA CAS. The client then uses RDMA WRITE to iteratively evict key-value items in the cuckoo path. A cuckoo path may include tens or hundreds of buckets [15]. Thus an insertion is executed by using a large number of RDMA CASes and WRITEs, delivering poor insertion performance and also decreasing the performance of other search requests due to the use of a large number of locks.

For FaRM hopscotch hashing [13], to insert a key-value item, the client needs to linearly probe buckets in the hash table using RDMA READs until finding an empty slot. When the hash table is in a high load factor, inserting a key may need to read the entire hash table to the client until finding an empty slot. After finding an empty slot, moving the empty slot toward the neighborhood of the inserted key is also complex and expensive, due to locking multiple buckets in the movement path and using multiple RDMA WRITEs to move items. Moreover, if there is no empty slot or the movement fails, the operation of adding linked buckets is also expensive.

For DrTM cluster hashing [44], to insert a key-value item, the client needs to traverse buckets in its corresponding bucket list one by one until finding an empty slot. Traversing each bucket needs an RDMA READ. If there is an empty slot in these buckets, the client inserts the item using an RDMA WRITE. Otherwise, the client adds a new overflow bucket to the bucket list. Before modifying the bucket list, the client needs to lock the bucket list to prevent other clients from inserting duplicate keys or freeing buckets. Thus an insertion executes operations including traversing the bucket list, locking/unlocking, allocating memory for a new bucket and the new item, linking the new bucket, and writing the new item, resulting in many RDMA READs, WRITEs, and CASEs. The operations of allocating overflow buckets in the cluster hashing are more frequent than in FaRM hopscotch hashing, since the cluster hashing has a weaker ability to deal with hash collisions in the main hash table. Moreover, the deletion requests are also complex in the structure of linked bucket lists, due to the need of moving items from buckets at the list tail towards ones at the list head to fill empty slots and recycling.
When a hash table is full, i.e., an insertion failure occurs or its load factor reaches a threshold, the hash table needs to be resized by expanding its capacity. In general, there are two kinds of resizing mechanisms including full-table resizing and extendible resizing [14, 33].

To expand a hash table, the full-table resizing mechanism allocates a new hash table whose size is larger than the old one, e.g., double the size, and then iteratively moves each key-value item from the old hash table to the new one. The full-table resizing is expensive due to moving all items.

In the extendible resizing, a resizing operation only needs to move partial items. Specifically, the hash table using extendible resizing includes multiple subtables and there is a directory to index these subtables as shown in Figure 2a. For a 64-bit hash value, \( M \) bits are used by the directory to locate a subtable (we use the last \( M \) bits as an example, i.e., suffix) and the remaining \( (64 - M) \) bits are used to locate target buckets within the subtable. The number of suffix bits currently used by the directory is called global depth \( GD \) (\( GD \leq M \)). Thus the directory has \( 2^{GD} \) entries that correspond to at most \( 2^{GD} \) subtables. Each subtable has a local depth \( LD \) (\( LD \leq GD \)) that indicates the number of suffix bits used by the subtable.

When a subtable is full, we split the subtable into two by adding a new subtable. As shown in Figures 2a and 2b, when the subtable with the suffix “1” is full, it is split into Subtables “01” and “11”. The resizing mechanism moves the key with suffix “1” from Subtable “01” to Subtable “11” and changes their LDs to 2. When a subtable is full and its LD is equal to the GD, we grow the directory by doubling its size, as shown in Figures 2b and 2c. The full subtable is split into two ones. Except for the directory entry that the added new subtable corresponds to, other new directory entries point to their corresponding original subtables. After resizing the directory, search requests use the new GD to locate their corresponding subtables. In summary, by performing extendible resizing, when a subtable is full, we only need to resize this single subtable without affecting key-value items in other subtables. Therefore, RACE hashing uses the extendible resizing.

Nevertheless, there are two challenges when using extendible resizing in disaggregated memory. First, compared with the full-table resizing, the extendible resizing incurs one extra memory access for each search request, due to the need of first querying the directory to obtain the address of the target buckets for higher performance and space utilization [13].

In summary, these RDMA-search-friendly hashing indexes become RDMA-IDU-unfriendly for disaggregated memory since IDU requests incur a large number of RDMA operations to deal with hash collisions and concurrency control. Our paper proposes RACE hashing which is both RDMA-search-friendly and RDMA-IDU-friendly while efficiently dealing with hash collisions and concurrency control as presented in Section 3. The performance is also verified in Section 4.

### 2.3 Resizing Hash Tables

When a hash table is full, i.e., an insertion failure occurs or its load factor reaches a threshold, the hash table needs to be resized by expanding its capacity. In general, there are two kinds of resizing mechanisms including full-table resizing and extendible resizing [14, 33].

To expand a hash table, the full-table resizing mechanism allocates a new hash table whose size is larger than the old one, e.g., double the size, and then iteratively moves each key-value item from the old hash table to the new one. The full-table resizing is expensive due to moving all items.

In the extendible resizing, a resizing operation only needs to move partial items. Specifically, the hash table using extendible resizing includes multiple subtables and there is a directory to index these subtables as shown in Figure 2a. For a 64-bit hash value, \( M \) bits are used by the directory to locate a subtable (we use the last \( M \) bits as an example, i.e., suffix) and the remaining \( (64 - M) \) bits are used to locate target buckets within the subtable. The number of suffix bits currently used by the directory is called global depth \( GD \) (\( GD \leq M \)). Thus the directory has \( 2^{GD} \) entries that correspond to at most \( 2^{GD} \) subtables. Each subtable has a local depth \( LD \) (\( LD \leq GD \)) that indicates the number of suffix bits used by the subtable.

When a subtable is full, we split the subtable into two by adding a new subtable. As shown in Figures 2a and 2b, when the subtable with the suffix “1” is full, it is split into Subtables “01” and “11”. The resizing mechanism moves the key with suffix “1” from Subtable “01” to Subtable “11” and changes their LDs to 2. When a subtable is full and its LD is equal to the GD, we grow the directory by doubling its size, as shown in Figures 2b and 2c. The full subtable is split into two ones. Except for the directory entry that the added new subtable corresponds to, other new directory entries point to their corresponding original subtables. After resizing the directory, search requests use the new GD to locate their corresponding subtables. In summary, by performing extendible resizing, when a subtable is full, we only need to resize this single subtable without affecting key-value items in other subtables. Therefore, RACE hashing uses the extendible resizing.

Nevertheless, there are two challenges when using extendible resizing in disaggregated memory. First, compared with the full-table resizing, the extendible resizing incurs one extra memory access for each search request, due to the need of first querying the directory to obtain the address of the target buckets for higher performance and space utilization [13].

In summary, these RDMA-search-friendly hashing indexes become RDMA-IDU-unfriendly for disaggregated memory since IDU requests incur a large number of RDMA operations to deal with hash collisions and concurrency control. Our paper proposes RACE hashing which is both RDMA-search-friendly and RDMA-IDU-friendly while efficiently dealing with hash collisions and concurrency control as presented in Section 3. The performance is also verified in Section 4.

### 3 RACE Hashing

#### 3.1 Overview

Figure 3 shows the overall architecture of RACE hashing for disaggregated memory. The RACE hash table is stored in the memory pool. Clients in the compute pool operate the hash table using one-sided RDMA verbs. To alleviate the performance influence of resizing, RACE hashing leverages the extendible resizing and hence the hash table consists of multiple subtables and a directory. In order to reduce the extra RDMA READ for accessing the remote directory, RACE hashing leverages a directory cache\(^1\) in the client. Each client maintains a local cache to store only the directory of the RACE hash table. Thus a client can access the directory using a local memory access rather than a remote RDMA READ, and use RDMA verbs to access only the subtable. We present the design of an RDMA-conscious (RAC) hash subtable structure in Section 3.2, i.e., the RAC hash subtable, in which all index requests are executed by using only one-sided RDMA verbs while having constant worst-case time complexity. We then present a lock-free remote concurrency control scheme in Section 3.3 for the RAC hash subtable, achieving that index requests including search, insertion, deletion, and update are concurrently executed in a lock-free way. Moreover, caching the directory in clients causes data inconsistency issues between the directories in the memory pool and client caches.

---

\(^1\)The memory overhead of the cache is small since the directory generally has at most hundreds of entries and each entry has only several bytes.
Therefore, we finally present a client directory cache with stale reads scheme in Section 3.4 to address the inconsistency issue at low overhead.

3.2 The RAC Hash Subtable Structure

In disaggregated memory scenarios, the challenge of designing a RAC hash subtable structure stems from minimizing the number of remote RDMA operations for IDU requests while keeping high memory efficiency and Search performance. To achieve this goal, we design the RAC hash subtable that does not allow any movement operations, evictions, or bucket chaining to handle hash collisions, since these operations incur a large number of remote writes as presented in Section 2.2. Instead, the RAC hash subtable uses three major design choices, including associativity, two choices, and overflow colocation, for addressing hash collisions and thus achieves a constant worst-case time complexity for all index requests.

1) Associativity. With associativity, each bucket has multiple slots, being capable of storing multiple key-value items. K-way associativity means that each bucket has K slots. Associativity is friendly for one-sided RDMA operations since multiple items within one bucket can be read together in one RDMA READ. Figure 4 shows a RAC hash subtable with 4-way associativity.

2) Two Choices. Based on the theory of “the power of two choices” [32], enabling each key to have two choices for its storage location can achieve a good load balance among buckets, effectively handling hash collisions. Hence, the RAC subtable uses two independent hash functions, \( h_1() \) and \( h_2() \), to compute two hash locations for each key, as shown in Figure 4. By efficiently combining associativity with two choices, the RAC subtable inserts a new item into the less-loaded bucket between its two hash locations. Note that, according to Mitzenmacher’s observations [32], two choices achieve exponential improvements over one choice for the efficiency of load balancing, while three choices only have a constant factor improvement than two choices. In disaggregated memory, three choices incur one more bucket access (i.e., one more

RDMA READ) than two choices. Therefore, unlike Pilaf [31], which uses three choices, we use two choices in our design.

3) Overflow Colocation. The overflow sharing technique [46] enables an overflow bucket (or called standby bucket) to be shared by the other two main buckets to store conflicting items for better load balancing. However, overflow buckets are discrete from their main buckets [46], incurring extra bucket accesses, which performs worse for disaggregated memory, due to extra RDMA READs. To address this problem, we propose an overflow colocation scheme to store the overflow buckets adjoining with their main buckets. As shown in Figure 4, three continuous buckets are considered as a group, in which the first and last buckets are main buckets that can be addressable by the hash functions. The middle bucket is an overflow bucket that cannot be addressable by the hash functions and is shared by the first and last buckets to store their conflicting items. By doing so, one RDMA READ can fetch one main bucket and its overflow bucket together, thus reducing the number of RDMA READs.

Putting it all together, the structure of a RAC hash table is shown in Figure 4. A RAC hash subtable is a one-dimensional bucket array stored in a continuous memory space. Each bucket is K-way associative and a bucket group includes three continuous buckets, i.e., two main buckets and a shared overflow bucket. The combination of a main bucket and its overflow bucket is called a combined bucket. For each key, we compute two hash locations that are respectively in two different bucket groups. The structure of the RAC hash subtable is simple yet efficient for disaggregated memory, having the following strengths:

- **RDMA-IDU friendly**: As each key only involves two combined buckets, IDU requests only need to operate within the two combined buckets without moving/evicting items from/to other buckets or linking new buckets, having constant worst-case time complexity while being RDMA-friendly.
- **RDMA-search friendly**: A search request only issues two RDMA READs, each of which fetches one combined bucket. More importantly, the two RDMA READs can be issued in parallel to reduce the request latency, unlike cluster hashing [44] in which issuing the next RDMA READ has to wait for the return of the previous one to traverse the linked buckets.
Moreover, by using doorbell batching [22] that is an RDMA-optimized technique to read multiple disjoint memory regions within one RDMA round-trip time (RTT), we package the two RDMA READ operations into one. Therefore, the search latency in the RAC subtable is one RTT rather than two ones.

- **High memory efficiency:** By combining associativity, two choices, and overflow colocation, the RAC hash subtable enables items to be more evenly distributed among buckets and thus efficiently handles hash collisions to achieve a good load balance. It hence achieves a high load factor of up to 90% (with 7-way associativity) as evaluated in Section 4.2.1.

### 3.3 Lock-free Remote Concurrency Control

Lock-based techniques have been widely used in existing hashing indexes within a single machine for concurrency control [15, 26]. Nevertheless, for disaggregated memory, all requests are executed by using one-sided RDMA verbs, which results in non-trivial challenges for handling concurrent access conflicts. This is because remote locking implemented by using microsecond-level-latency RDMA CAS incurs much higher overheads, compared with nanosecond-level-latency local locking, and each locking or unlocking operation requires an RDMA round-trip. In order to deliver high concurrent performance, we propose a lock-free remote concurrency control scheme for RACE hashing which achieves that all index requests, except failed insertions, become lock-free. A failed insertion triggers a suitable resizing and needs to acquire the resizing lock as presented in Section 3.4.2.

**Bucket Structure.** In RACE hashing, to support variable-length keys and values, full key-value items are stored outside the hash table like existing hashing indexes [10, 31, 44]. The pointers to full key-value items are stored inside the hash table. The structure of each bucket in the RAC hash subtable is shown in Figure 5. A bucket consists of a header and multiple slots. The header is used for hash table resizing and will be introduced in Section 3.4.1. Each slot corresponds to a key-value item. To support lock-free remote concurrent access, a slot is 8B, i.e., the maximum size of an RDMA CAS, and composed of a fingerprint (8 bits), a key-value length (8 bits), and a pointer (48 bits). A fingerprint (Fp) is the 8-bit hash of a key. Based on the analysis of existing work [15], an 8-bit fingerprint is enough to achieve a very low false positive (a false positive means that different keys in a bucket have the same fingerprint). Moreover, before reading a full key-value item using an RDMA READ, we need to know the size of the item. Therefore, we store the length (Len) of the key-value block in the slot. The length is 8-bit and the length unit is 64B\(^2\). Thus the length of a key-value block is always multiple of 64B and the maximum length of a key-value block is \(2^8 \times 64B = 16KB\), which covers most application scenarios for current key-value stores since small key-values dominate in them [7]. When a key-value item is larger than 16KB, which in fact rarely occurs, we store the remaining item content beyond 16KB in the second key-value block and link the second block to the first one. The respective lengths of the key and value (i.e., \(K_{\text{len}}\) and \(V_{\text{len}}\)) are stored in the head of the key-value block. The pointer in a slot consumes 48 bits like the x86_64 system [10, 34, 43]. A null pointer means the slot is empty. Based on the bucket structure, we present lock-free search/insertion/deletion/update operations below.

**Lock-free Insertion.** To insert a key-value item, the client uses doorbell batching to read two combined buckets that the key corresponds to. At the same time, the client writes the key-value block\(^2\) in the memory pool. Therefore, reading buckets and writing the key-value block are executed in parallel, as shown in Figure 6b. Once receiving the combined buckets, the client looks for an empty slot in the order of main buckets first and overflow buckets second, as presented in Section 3.2. If an empty slot is found, the client uses an RDMA CAS to write the pointer of the key-value block into it. Otherwise, the hash table resizing is triggered, as presented in Section 3.4.

In rare cases, clients may concurrently insert duplicate keys into the hash table, since RDMA ATOMIC verbs only ensure the 8B atomicity. For example, Client 1 and Client 2 try to insert the same key \(K\). As each key corresponds to two combined buckets in RACE hashing, it may occur that Client 1 selects one empty slot in Combined Bucket 0 to insert \(K\) and Client 2 selects one empty slot in Combined Bucket 1 to insert \(K\). In this case, two duplicate keys \(K\) exist in the hash table. To address the issue of duplicate keys, after writing the pointer in

\(^2\) The length unit can be changed as needed.

\(^3\) The memory of the key-value block can be pre-allocated to reduce the latency of memory allocation in the critical path of insertion.
a bucket for an insertion, the client re-reads the two combined buckets to check duplicate keys, as shown in Figure 6b. On finding duplicate keys, the client only keeps one valid key and removes the remaining duplicate keys. Different clients have to determine the same key-value item as the valid key when finding duplicate keys in order to guarantee the consistency of a concurrent access. To guarantee this, we hence make an agreement in the algorithm to determine the only valid key for different clients. For example, within the two combined buckets, the agreement considers the key stored in the slot with the minimal bucket number and the minimal slot number to be the only valid one.

**Lock-free Deletion.** To delete a key-value item, the client first executes a search to find the target key. If the target key is found, the client sets its corresponding slot to be null by using an RDMA CAS, as shown in Figure 6c. Once the RDMA CAS is done successfully, the deletion request is returned. The client then sets the key-value block to full-zero and frees the key-value block in background. The zero-setting operation can be avoided if the RNIC can automatically set the freed memory to full-zero for data security, i.e., avoiding the old data to be observed by other clients.

**Lock-free Update.** To update a key-value item, the client searches the target key. At the same time, the client writes the new key-value item into the memory pool, as shown in Figure 6d. Once finding the target key exists, the client uses an RDMA CAS to change the content of the slot to point to the new key-value item. If the RDMA CAS is executed successfully, the update request is returned. The client finally frees the old key-value block in background.

**Lock-free Search.** As shown in Figure 6a, to search a key, the client reads its corresponding two combined buckets. If the fingerprint matches one of the slots, the client reads the key-value block that the slot points to. The client then compares the full key. If the full key matches, the value is returned. Since all modifications on buckets are atomic and update requests do not modify the old key-value item in place, the only inconsistency case for a search is that the key-value block is freed or re-allocated before a search request reads the key-value block (after obtaining the pointer of the key-value). However, this inconsistency case can be easily observed by comparing the length and content of the key stored in the block with those of the search key. This is because once the key-value block is freed/re-allocated, its content is full-zero/changed, rendering the comparison mismatched. Nevertheless, there still exists a special case that another client re-allocates the key-value block and issues an RDMA WRITE to write the same key, key length, and value length as those of the old key-value block. As an RDMA WRITE is not atomic, it may write the key and key length completely but be writing the value. At this time, if reading the key-value block, a client can find the key is matched. But the value is broken, which cannot be observed by the client. To address this problem, we add a 64-bit checksum in each key-value block to enhance the self-verification and check the integrity of a key-value block like Pilaf [31], as shown in Figure 5. Pilaf also shows that a 64-bit checksum is sufficient for verification.

Moreover, for insertion, deletion, and update requests, the operation of CASing a slot may fail, which means the slot is changed by another client before the CAS. In this case, RACE hashing re-searches the target key and then re-executes the failed insertion, deletion, or update request.

### 3.4 Extendible Remote Resizing

Using extendible resizing for disaggregated memory incurs two challenges, i.e., one extra remote access to read the directory for each index request and concurrent access during resizing, as presented in Section 2.3. In this subsection, we present a stale-read client directory cache scheme and a concurrent access scheme during resizing to address the two challenges respectively.

#### 3.4.1 Client Directory Cache with Stale Reads

In order to reduce the extra RDMA READ for accessing the directory, we use a client directory cache for RACE hashing. However, caching the directory in clients incurs the data inconsistency issue between the directories in the memory pool and client caches. For example, when a client triggers a table resizing or directory resizing, the content of the directory in the memory pool is modified and thus the directories in the caches of other clients become stale. If other clients still query the hash table using their stale directories, they may locate an incorrect subtable and obtain incorrect data.

To address the inconsistency problem between client caches and the memory pool, in a baseline solution [17], and upon a client triggers a resizing operation, the client broadcasts a notification message to all other clients to invalidate their respective directory caches and does not start modifying the directory in the memory pool until receiving acks of all other clients. Obviously, the baseline solution incurs high performance overhead for resizing due to broadcasting messages and waiting for all acks. The second solution proposed by Pilaf [31] is to close the RDMA connections of all other clients to prevent these clients from performing RDMA READS once a resizing is triggered. Clients then re-connects the memory server to obtain the new table root after the resizing is completed. Pilaf addresses the problem of incorrect access but incurs high performance penalty due to blocking RDMA READS of clients. Therefore, both the solutions incur significant performance overheads.

In order to efficiently address this inconsistency problem, we propose a stale-read client directory (SRCD) cache scheme that does not need to broadcast messages or close the connections of other clients to the memory pool when triggering a resizing. Instead, by using the SRCD cache scheme, clients query the hash table still using the stale directories in their caches, but can verify whether the obtained data is correct. To achieve this, we add a header in each bucket of the RAC...
hash suitable, as shown in Figure 5. The bucket header stores the local depth (LD) and suffix bits (Suffix) of the subtable that the bucket belongs to. The bucket header is not modified in IDU requests and is modified only when the subtable is created and resized. The local depth and suffix bits in the bucket header are used to verify whether the bucket is correct when executing search/insertion/deletion/update.

Figure 7 shows an illustration of using the SRCD cache scheme to verify the correctness of buckets. The client currently caches the directory of the hash table shown in Figure 2a, in which the directory entries “01” and “11” point to the same subtable. In the memory pool, the hash table is resized to be a new hash table shown in Figure 2b, in which a new subtable is created and the directory entries “01” and “11” point to different subtables. To search a key, the client first locates a subtable using the SRCD cache with stale reads and then fetches the buckets in this subtable via RDMA READs. After receiving a bucket, the client respectively compares the local depth and suffix bits stored in the bucket header with the local depth of the directory entry in the SRCD cache and the suffix bits of the key. The client can observe three cases as follows.

1) Both local depth and suffix bits match. If the local depth and suffix bits in the bucket header are respectively the same as the local depth of the directory entry in the cache and suffix bits of the key, the client can verify that the subtable is not resized and the fetched bucket is correct. For example, the key is “XX00” that corresponds to the directory entry “00”, i.e., Case ① in Figure 7.

2) Local depth mismatches and suffix bits matches. If the local depth in the bucket header is the same as that of the directory entry in the cache, the client knows the accessed subtable was resized in the memory pool. The client further computes the suffix bits of the key using the local depth stored in the bucket header and finds that the suffix bits of the key and those stored in the bucket header are matched. In this case, the client can verify the bucket is also correct although the subtable was resized. For example, the key is “XX01” but Subtable “01” was resized in the memory pool, i.e., Case ② in Figure 7. During the resizing, the keys with “11” are moved out Subtable “01” while the keys with “01” still remain in Subtable “01”. Therefore, when locating Subtable “01” to search the key with “01”, the client can obtain the correct key-value item.

3) Both local depth and suffix bits mismatch. If the local depth and suffix bits in the bucket header mismatch, the client can verify the subtable is resized and the searched key should be stored in the new subtable. For example, the key is “XX11” that corresponds to the directory entry “01” in the cache but Subtable “01” is resized in the memory pool and the key “XX11” is moved to the new Subtable “11”, i.e., Case ③ in Figure 7. In this case, the client fetches the new directory entries from the memory pool and re-executes the search.

In summary, only in Case “3) Both local depth and suffix bits mismatch”, the client needs to fetch new directory entries and update the local directory cache. In other cases, the client can locate correct buckets via stale reads.

3.4.2 Concurrent Access during Resizing

When an insertion failure occurs, a subtable resizing is triggered. During a resizing, we need to move slots from the resized subtable to the new one. Due to the slot movement, it is challenging to guarantee the correct execution of concurrent search, insertion, deletion, and update requests upon the resizing. During a resizing, we need to move slots from the resized subtable to the new one. To address this challenge, we design the workflow of concurrent resizing as below.

To support concurrent access during resizing, the starting address of the directory in the memory pool cannot be changed. Otherwise, clients fail to find the new hash table after resizing. Therefore, we reserve a large enough contiguous memory space\(^4\) used for the future resizing of the directory. As shown in Figure 8, the directory includes a used area and an unused area. Clients only cache the used area. To resize the directory, e.g., increasing the GD from 1 to 2, the used area is not changed and the new directory entries are written into the unused area.

To resize a subtable, the client first locks the directory entry of the subtable in the memory pool. The lock only prevents other clients from resizing the same subtable but does not prevent other clients from executing search and IDU requests in the subtable. The client creates a new subtable and initializes the header of each bucket in the new subtable.

---
\(^4\)For example, if we use at most 16 suffix bits for the directory, the memory space of 2\(^{16}\) directory entries is reserved.
The client further writes the pointer of the new subtable to the directory and locks the directory entry at the same time. The client then starts to move items. Figure 8b shows an example. The client moves items with Suffix “11” from Subtable “01” to Subtable “11”. The movement includes three steps for each bucket in Subtable “01”: 1. updating the suffix bits in the bucket header from “1” to “2” (one RDMA CAS); 2. inserting all items with Suffix “11” in this bucket into Subtable “11” (one or multiple RDMA CASEs); 3. deleting all items with Suffix “11” in this bucket (one or multiple RDMA CASEs). By guaranteeing the order of executing the three steps, we support concurrent access to the subtable that is being resized. In the following, we discuss how to deal with the corner cases caused by the concurrent resizing below.

- Concurrent search: When executing a search, if finding that both local depth and suffix bits mismatch, the client can perceive the occurrence of the resizing in Subtable “01”. In this case, the movement may be before Step 1 or after Step 3. If the target key is found in the read bucket, it means the movement is before Step 3. Otherwise, the movement is after Step 3 or the key does not exist. The client further reads the bucket in Subtable “11” to lookup the target key.

- Concurrent insertion: During an insertion, the client re-reads the buckets to check duplicate keys, as shown in Figure 8b. To support concurrent insertion during resizing, we also check the bucket header after re-reading the bucket that the key is inserted to. If the bucket header is not changed, the insertion is successful. Otherwise, the client knows that a resizing occurs in the bucket. The client then compares suffix bits in the new bucket header with those of the inserted key. If the suffix bits match, the insertion is also successful. Otherwise, the client removes the pointer from Subtable “01” and re-inserts the key into Subtable “11”. Moreover, during a subtable resizing, an insertion may fail, i.e., not finding an empty slot in the subtable. In this case, the failed insertion triggers the next resizing. The next resizing will be blocked until the previous resizing releases the directory entry lock.

- Concurrent deletion/update: When executing a deletion/update, if finding that both local depth and suffix bits mismatch, the client waits for the completion of the movement and then deletes/updates the keys from the new subtable. If the suffix bits match and Step 1 occurs before the RDMA CAS operation of the deletion/update, there are two corner cases. First, if the RDMA CAS of the deletion/update fails, it means the item has been moved into the new subtable. The client will redo the deletion/update request in the new subtable. Second, the RDMA CAS of the deletion/update succeeds. But the client performing resizing operation fails to delete one item in Step 4, which means that another client deleted/updated the item. The client performing resizing further cleans the pointer of the item in the new subtable and re-executes the item movement.

In summary, during a subtable resizing, all search/update/deletion and most insertion requests to the subtable are concurrently executed in a lock-free way. Only the failed insertions to the subtable are blocked due to triggering the next resizing.

4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Experimental Setup

Testbed. We run all experiments on 5 machines, each with two 26-core Intel Xeon Gold 6278C CPUs, 384 GiB DRAM, and one 100Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-5 IB NIC. Each RNIC is connected to a 100Gbps Mellanox IB switch. One machine is used for emulating the memory pool. To emulate the weak compute power, CPUs in the memory pool are only used for registering memory to RNICs during the initialization stage and do not involve in any requests of hashing indexes. The memory is registered with huge pages to reduce the page translation cache misses of RNICs [13]. The other machine is used for building the compute pool in which each CPU core serves as a client. Since current RNIC hardware does not support remote memory allocation in real time, we enable clients to pre-allocate all memory that future insertion and update requests require, which can also reduce the memory allocation latency in the critical path of request execution.

Workloads. We use YCSB [11] to evaluate the performance of different hashing indexes. We use the default Zipfian request distribution ($\theta = 0.99$) for all YCSB workloads. For most experiments, we use 16-byte keys and 32-byte values that are representative in real workloads of key-value stores [7, 15, 35]. We also evaluate the impact of different key-value sizes on the performance.

Comparisons. We compare RACE hashing with three state-of-the-art RDMA-search-friendly hashing indexes, i.e., Pilaf cuckoo hashing [31], FaRM hopscotch hashing [13], and DrTM cluster hashing [44]. Based on the optimal configurations presented in their papers, we use 3-way hashing and one slot per bucket in Pilaf cuckoo hashing, 4 slots per main bucket, 2 neighborhood, and 2 slots per overflow bucket in FaRM hopscotch hashing, and 8 slots per main or overflow bucket in DrTM cluster hashing. Moreover, since the disaggregated memory pool without CPUs cannot execute two-sided RDMA verbs, we implement these hashing indexes using only one-sided RDMA verbs as presented in Section 2.3 to facilitate a fair comparison. All key-value items are stored outside of the hash table to support variable-length keys and values. Each hash table is sized to store 100 million items.

4.2 Experimental Results and Analysis

4.2.1 Maximum Load Factor

The maximum load factor is defined as the ratio of the maximum number of stored items to the total number of slots in a hash table (including slots in main and overflow buckets), which is an important metric that affects the memory efficiency of a hash table. We insert unique keys into RACE, Pilaf cuckoo, FaRM hopscotch, DrTM cluster hash tables until an insertion failure occurs to evaluate their maximum load factors. Specifically, Pilaf cuckoo hashing reaches the maximum
load factor when an insertion fails to lookup an empty slot after $X$ cuckoo evictions. $X$ means the maximum number of cuckoo evictions for an insertion and we evaluate maximum load factors of Pilaf cuckoo hashing under different $X$ values. FaRM hopscotch hashing and DrTM cluster hashing reach their maximum load factors when running out of overflow buckets. As the ratio of the number of overflow buckets to that of main buckets (called overflow-to-main-bucket ratio) affects their maximum load factors, we evaluate their maximum load factors under different overflow-to-main-bucket ratios. For RACE hashing, since associativity (i.e., the number of slots per bucket) affects its maximum load factor, we evaluate its maximum load factors under different associativity.

As shown in Figure 9, the maximum load factor of RACE hashing increases with the increase of associativity. The maximum load factor of Pilaf cuckoo hashing increases with the increase of $X$. The maximum load factors of FaRM hopscotch hashing and DrTM cluster hashing increase with the increase of their overflow-to-main-bucket ratios.

To facilitate a fair comparison, we configure these hash tables to approach the same maximum load factor of 90% for the following experiments. RACE hashing reaches 90% when the associativity is 7. With 7 slots and one header, each bucket in RACE hashing is a cache-line size, i.e., 64B. Pilaf cuckoo hashing approaches 90% when $X = 1000$. FaRM hopscotch hashing and DrTM cluster hashing approach 90% when their overflow-to-main-bucket ratios are 1/4 and 3 respectively.

### 4.2.2 Execution Latency

To investigate request latencies of different hashing indexes, we respectively execute 1 million search, update, deletion, and insertion requests using one thread when these hash tables are in different load factors and evaluate average latencies of different requests, as shown in Figure 10. The items for search, update, and deletion are recently inserted [11].

Figure 10a shows the average insertion latencies of different hash tables. With the increase of load factors, the insertion latency of Pilaf cuckoo hashing exponentially increases due to causing more and more eviction operations and thus producing a large number of RDMA WRITEs and locks; the insertion latency of FaRM hopscotch hashing dramatically increases due to linearly probing more buckets to find empty slots and linking overflow buckets; the insertion latency of DrTM cluster hashing increases due to traversing longer bucket lists and linking new overflow buckets. The insertion latency of RACE hashing does not increase with the increase of load factors due to not causing any extra RDMA operations in which an insertion has 3 round-trip times (RTTs). When the hash tables are at the load factor of 90%, RACE hashing reduces the insertion latency by 1.9×, 8.8×, and 57.4× compared with DrTM cluster hashing, FaRM hopscotch hashing, and Pilaf cuckoo hashing respectively.

Figure 10b shows the average search latencies of different hash tables and all search requests are lock-free. A search in Pilaf cuckoo hashing needs 1.6 RTTs on average to serially read buckets and 1 RTT to read key-value block. A search in FaRM hopscotch hashing needs only 2 RTTs (one reads the neighborhood and the other reads the key-value block) at a low load factor and its latency increases in a high load factor due to traversing linked buckets. The search latency of DrTM cluster hashing sharply increases with the increase of the load factor since the bucket list becomes longer. When the hash tables are at the load factor of 90%, RACE hashing reduces the search latency by 2.3×, 1.2×, and 1.4× compared with DrTM cluster hashing, FaRM hopscotch hashing, and Pilaf cuckoo hashing respectively.

Figures 10c and 10d show the average deletion and update latencies of different hash tables, which deliver similar characteristics to those of search latencies. But deletion and update latencies of DrTM cluster hashing, FaRM hopscotch hashing, and Pilaf cuckoo hashing are much higher than their search latencies due to the needs of locking, unlocking, modifying slots, and unlinking buckets. The deletion and update latencies of RACE hashing are only higher than its search latency by 1-RTT latency. When the hash tables are at the load factor of 90%, RACE hashing reduces the deletion and update latencies by 1.8 – 2.3× and 1.6 – 2.2× respectively.

### 4.2.3 Concurrent Throughput

To investigate the concurrent request throughput of different hashing indexes, we first load 100 million items into a hash table and then successively execute 10 million searches, updates, deletions, and insertions to evaluate the concurrent throughput of different requests. We also vary the numbers of
client processes to investigate the change of the throughput with the increase of clients, as shown in Figure 11. When the number of clients is not larger than 32, they are run in one client machine. When the number of clients is 64 and 128, they are run in 2 and 4 client machines respectively.

Figure 11a shows the concurrent throughput of insertion requests. The insertion throughputs of Pilaf cuckoo hashing and FaRM hopscotch hashing are much less than that of RACE hashing, of which reasons are the same as those of their high execution latencies. The insertion throughput of RACE hashing is \(16.9 \times 5.3\times\), and \(1.4\times\) on average higher than those of Pilaf cuckoo hashing, FaRM hopscotch hashing, and DrTM cluster hashing respectively.

Figure 11b shows the concurrent throughput of search requests. Pilaf cuckoo hashing, FaRM hopscotch hashing, and RACE hashing have a similar search throughput which is higher than that of DrTM cluster hashing. This is because DrTM cluster hashing needs to traverse linked bucket lists. The search throughput of RACE hashing is \(1.7\times\) on average higher than that of DrTM cluster hashing.

Figures 11c and 11d show the concurrent throughput of deletion and update requests respectively. The deletion and update throughput of RACE hashing is \(1.7 - 2.1\times\) and \(1.5 - 1.9\times\) higher than other hashing schemes due to the benefits of locking-free concurrency and RAC index structure.

### 4.2.4 YCSB Hybrid Workloads

To evaluate the throughput of different hashing indexes under YCSB hybrid workloads, we first load 90 million items into a hash table and then respectively run hybrid search/insertion workloads with different ratios. All tests use 128 client processes. The experimental results are shown in Figure 12. We observe that the throughput of all hashing indexes increases with the increase of search/insertion ratios, and RACE hashing performs the best for all search/insertion ratios due to having both high search and insertion performance. Compared with DrTM cluster hashing, FaRM hopscotch hashing, and Pilaf cuckoo hashing, RACE hashing improves the performance of hybrid workloads by \(1.4\times\), \(4.9\times\), and \(13.7\times\) respectively when the search/insertion ratio is 10%/90%.

### 4.2.5 Variable-length Values

We increase the size of the key-value (KV) block from 64B to 8KB to evaluate the impact of variable-length KV sizes on the performance of RACE hashing, as shown in Figure 13. With the increase of the KV size, the latencies of insertion, deletion, update, and search requests increase due to reading and writing larger data. When the KV size is no larger than 512B, the increase of latencies is slight.

### 4.2.6 Extendible Remote Resizing

To support extendible remote resizing, we propose two techniques, i.e., the SRCD cache and concurrent access during resizing as presented in Section 3.4. We investigate the impact of the two techniques on the performance of RACE hashing.

Figure 14 shows the performance of RACE hashing with and without the SRCD cache. We observe that using the SRCD cache reduces 23%, 32%, 24%, and 23% of insertion, search, deletion, and update latencies respectively. This is because using the SRCD cache reduces one extra RDMA READ for accessing the directory.

To investigate concurrent access during resizing, we run two clients of which one executes insertions to trigger multiple resizings (the GD increases from 2 to 5) and the other executes random searches at the same time. We evaluate the average search latencies of RACE hashing with and without concurrent access during resizing as shown in Figure 15.
Without the concurrent access, the average search latency during the resizing significantly increases since the searches stall until a resizing is completed. With the concurrent access, the average search latency during the resizing does not significantly increase and thus is about two orders lower than that without concurrent access.

5 Discussion

Concurrency Correctness. RACE hashing follows the concurrency correctness condition of no lost keys [30]: “a get\((K)\) operation must return a correct value for \(K\), regardless of concurrent writers”. Specifically, when a search and an update run concurrently, the search can return either the new or the old value, while both of them should be unbroken and atomic. When a search and a deletion run concurrently, the search can return no key or the value that will be deleted.

Resizing Execution. In our current implementation, the client triggering the resizing itself performs the resizing. To improve the implementation, the client can create a background client/thread to perform the resizing.

Hardware Failure. Handling hardware failures including network failure, memory failure, and client CPU failure in the disaggregated memory architecture is complicated and tough. For example, after locking a directory entry, the client fails. To handle this failure, we need to enable other clients to perceive the failed client and release the lock directory entry or use the lease-based lock [44]. Our paper mainly focuses on the design of hashing index for disaggregated memory and plan to extend RACE hashing to support the handle of hardware failures in the future work.

6 Related Work

Memory Disaggregation. Memory disaggregation has recently received widespread attentions due to providing significant benefits for datacenters on resource utilization and scaling. Existing work studies various components in datacenters to support memory disaggregation including operating systems [38], hardware architectures [28, 29], memory managements [4, 37, 40–42], networks [1, 9, 12, 39], and new requirements [5, 18]. RACE hashing focuses on the design of index structures in the disaggregated memory which is orthogonal to these works.

Hashing Indexes on RDMA. With the wide use of RDMA in modern datacenters, RDMA-search-friendly hashing indexes have been intensively studied [13, 31, 44]. These hashing indexes are designed for traditional monolithic servers, which however fails to efficiently work on the new disaggregated memory architecture, due to producing a large number of RDMA operations when executing IDU requests. RACE hashing is the first hashing index designed for disaggregated memory, in which all index requests can be efficiently executed by using only one-sided RDMA operations. Moreover, KV-direct [24] leverages programmable NICs with FPGA to offload hashing index operations, which is orthogonal to our paper that does not reply on FPGA.

Concurrent Hashing Indexes. Different concurrent hashing indexes are proposed to deliver high access throughput. MemC3 [15] uses a global lock to multi-reader and single-writer concurrency for concurrent cuckoo hashing. Libcuckoo [26] leverages fine-grained locking to achieve multi-reader and multi-writer concurrent cuckoo hashing. Existing work [10, 33, 46] also proposes concurrent hashing indexes for persistent memory. However, all these existing schemes focus on concurrent access to local memory. Unlike them, our RACE hashing addresses the challenge of concurrent access to remote memory in hash indexes and enables all index requests to be executed in a lock-free manner.

7 Conclusion

This paper proposes RACE hashing, a one-sided RDMA-conscious extendible hashing index for disaggregated memory with lock-free remote concurrency control and efficient remote resizing. The hash table structure is designed to be one-sided RDMA-conscious, achieving that all index requests can be executed using only one-sided RDMA verbs while delivering high performance with constant-scale worst-case time complexity. Moreover, RACE hashing leverages a lock-free remote concurrency control scheme to enable index requests to be concurrently executed in a lock-free manner, and a stale-read client directory cache scheme to reduce one extra RDMA read for accessing the directory while guaranteeing the correctness of stale cache reads. We also achieve concurrent access to the subtable that is being resized. Experimental results show that RACE hashing outperforms state-of-the-art distributed in-memory hashing indexes by up to 13.7× in YCSB hybrid workloads.
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